
First - create a new file with an appropriate name

Grade 4 Project - Paddle Shmaddle

The videos below, is a game designed in Processing which we’ve called 

‘Paddle Shmaddle’ (you’ll come up with a better name!).

Basic Version      More Advanced Version

The game is based around a bouncing object which hits a paddle (controlled in 

our version by mouseX). The game records hits and misses each time the 

bouncing object hits or misses an area either side of the mouse.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1hTtNVc8Yd7D9670ZmRsOpIGRY5R-BAcA/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1r6BktNvZ7Pod4F_6SWARlnA1jijsxHzQ/preview


Other Code needed
● size (try 1000,700)

● A frameRate (try 25)

● a background in void draw

● an ellipse (to begin with) that has an x and y position of ballX and ballY and a 

and a width and a height of 50.

Pseudocode
● if (ballX is less than 25 or ballX is greater than the width minus 25),

○ speedX equals minus speedX

● if (ballY is greater than the height minus 25)

○ speedY equals minus speedY

○ distance = abs(mouseX-ballX) 

○ if (distance is less than paddle)

■ increase hit by 1 

■ else increase miss by 1

● else 

○ increase speedY by 1

● increase ballX by speedX

● increase ballY by speedY

Paddle Code

Score Code

Nested if statement



Extention
What we’ve given is a very basic template of a game. If you’ve gotten this far, 

YOU HAVE NOT FINISHED.

Use what you’ve learned over the year/term to 

bring in images from the internet so that the 

game has a theme like in the example to the 

right.

Importing Images (Reminder code) 

Making the Paddle Reduce in Size with each error

Making the picture change as it’s about to hit the paddle

In its current format the game has no end. Improve the game so that:

● The game gets harder with more hits (maybe the ball/object will get faster)

● The game has a simple end screen

● The ball/object gets smaller with each error

Design the 

paddle as a 

basket

Make a second object/ ellipse

Use key controls 

instead of mouse 

controls

Use the resource library to try and add some 8bit game music

Add a game-over screen or a second level

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1r6BktNvZ7Pod4F_6SWARlnA1jijsxHzQ/preview

